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ABSTRACT. Tho relativistic scattering of electrons by heavy atoms has been studied 
by taking tho Kojiontal approximation of the Thomas-Fermi potential. Tho differential 
cross section of srattoring has been calculated in Iho Horn approximation up to socniid order
31
in tho expansion of Uv The numerical results of the scattering of electrons of energy 150
KeV at an angle 90° have been given for the elements, argon, krypton, xenon and mercury.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
We propose to study the scattering of the fast electrons hy heavy atoms. 
For high energy seattering the potential of the atom is usually taken as that due 
to the nuclear charge alone, the screening effects of the atomic electrons being 
neglected. It is, however, worth while to investigate tho effects of screening 
duo to the atomic electrons on electron scattering. The Hartroc-Fock method 
which takes good account o f the screening in the potential function is suitable 
only for light atoms, considering the practical difficulties involved. For heavy 
atoms the treatment of the screened potential by the statistical method of Thomas- 
Fermi is more practicable. Unfortunately there is no analytic expression for the 
Thomas-Formi potential. Various approximate representations o f tho Thomas- 
Fermi potential are cited in the literature (Majewisky and Tietz, 1957). Among 
them the Rozental form which is a combination o f three potentials of Yukawa 
type with different weight factors, is suitable for analytic treatment in higher 
Born approximations. With this potential the differential cross section for 
electron scattering up to second order has been calculated. Numerical results are 
given for the elements argon (Z =  18), krypton (Z =  36), xenon [Z =  54) and 
mercury (Z =  80) at 150 KeV incident electron energy. These are compared 
with the corresponding numerical results for the Coulomb potential without 
screening* The differential scattering cross section are expressed as the ratio 
o f dcr to d(T^  where dcr  ^ is the well-known Rutherford scattering cross section.
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R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N  
Taking relativistic units h =  c — m — I, the JJirao equation can ho wTittcn
[E—i(a.. v)+Alv^ =  —Ze^ V^ fr 
V =  -~^(r) — ^  [0.255e-**«*+0.581e-**7‘'^0.164e-<-358*]
T jiiX
where
r  1 / 9;^2 \ 1/3
^  ^ j (f0 — First Bohr radius
Following Vachaspati (1954), the c'xpressiou for the soattering cross section in 
Born approximation up to second order can be \nitt(^ n as
dcr ~  dcr^+da.^
where d(T  ^ =  4(Za)^ | | cosY>/2  ^ sec^^ /2 J
dcr, — 16(Za)^aiJB/P cos2/?/2 ^
aj =  ^-(kxl F|kQ), kg =  initial monientum, k  ^ — final momentum 
47T
I ko I =  I ki I =h
„ ' p f (ki|F|k')(k'|K|k„) ,3;^ ,
- 4 7 r ( '2 ^ ^ J ----------h'^-lc^ --------7r(27r)®
S  Z  p -47T(2^ y*.
i< j* l i—\
_______ I ____ p f  j is l I K ik :* ’* ■ k 'K k iy ik .)
47r(27r)^ (w, P) J P
8
(S ?p . Z  { - * > >  -I I  -'<1 -
i<j=:l 
8
i-1 ^
-3^ 2 and are given by Lewis (1956) and quoted in the Appendix.
^  ( 2 n f P ^ ^
<h> « 2. “ s =  0.265,0.681,0.164; Aj, A,, A3 =  0.246, 0.947, 4.356. 
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Tho Rutherford scattering cross section is do-,, The4 ]3« sin-* dj2
value of k for 150 KeV incident electron energy is 0.820534 and the ratios dcr^ l(Urjf 
and dcTj/do-ji are given by
do-j _  2k* (P+2)
d(T
dcr,
d(T
+  1)
f T i  [ “-  + ("■' i y A
TABLE I
z
18
36
54
80
d<Tild(Tj^
Coulojnb Kozental
0.79S815 0.790772 
0.798815 0.795642 
0.798815 0.794643 
0.798815 0.793438
d(Told(T^
(Joulorab Rozental
0.0542JI 0.001021 
0.108422 0.127284 
0.162034 0.194867 
0.240939 0.294507
daldffji
Coulomb Rozouial
0.853026 0.858393 
0.907237 0.922926 
0.961449 0.989510 
1.039754 1.087945
In Table I, the vahiH of i.e., the ratio of the first order relativistie scatto-do-fl
ring cross section calculated with the Rozental potential and the Coulomb potential, 
to the Rutherford cross section (non-relativisti(  ^ Coulomb scattering cross so(!tion) 
aregivren at 150 KeV incident electron energy for different values of the atomic
number Z, Correspondingly, the ratio  ^ shows the contribution of tho secondd(Tj^
orderterm onlyin the scattering cross section andfinally there is a column fordcr/dcr^
which is ecjual to ~ found that dorJdcTj^  for the Rozental poten-
tial is slightly less (e.g. about 0.5% less for Z — 54) than the corresponding ratio 
for Coulomb potential; the difference between the two ratios increases as Z in­
creases, This is quite in agreement with the expeedation that the screening 
should decrease ihe scattering cross section, though the very small difference 
between tho two ratios indicates that the effect of screening is not appreciable 
at this energy. It is interesting to note, however, that the ratio for tho Rozental 
potential is considerably larger than the corresponding ratio for the Coulomb 
potential (e.g, about 20% larger for Z =  54). We can obtain dcr^  for the Cou­
lomb potential from tho Rozental potential, after putting ^  0,  ^=  1, 2, 3 and 
== ^  0, a* =  1, then reduce to zero in this limit, and gives a non­
zero value which correctly reduces dcTg for the Rozental case to the corresponding
expression for the Coulomb case. In the Rozental case, however, the contri­
bution to the cross section from the terms associated with a^ r is not negligible; 
in fact it is found to bo about twenty per cent of the contributions due to the 
other terms.
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A P r  E N 1) IX
In our calculations we have utilised the following expressions given by 
Lewis (1956):
Re v) =  arc tan 1
L /t-f V IK
( arc tan [ fcriv^+(//+v)^1+[W+//^+v7--P^A^I~n
I L /w(/i-\~v) I
-arc  tan f _ifclA'H(/<+v)^)-|F(A2+//^+vT-7>VVp
L v) j I
Re -  27r2F{[FA2+4il-V+/*^l-V7f}X
arc tan {K/i[k^K‘^  \-4:k^ />^ -\-fi*]~^
jr2 2/*
Re . /,• — Re{ /  dW[(Ki^-\-\i^){k"  ^ - — arc tan — with.
tC Ai
K  -  k i - k ;  -  k „ - k , ; P -  k, t k i : K i -  k „ - k ' ; -- k'-k^.
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